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 November 3, 2014 

Sharon Jester Turney, CEO 
Victoria's Secret 
4 Limited Parkway East 
Reynoldsburg, OH 43068 

Dear Ms. Turney, 

I am Delanie Baker, an 18 year old from the Pittsburgh Pennsylvania area. I write to you today 
because I am appalled by what your product ads, commercials, and catalogs do to the minds of 
young women. I struggled with body issues myself and strive to motivate young women to take 
control of their eating and exercise habits to make them feel beautiful inside and out. 

A few days ago I had an interview, this interview was the difference between a four year 
scholarship to college and waiting tables for 80 hours a week to get my education. To make 
myself feel confident, I bought a new bra and panty from everyone's favorite retailer; Victoria's 
Secret. Upon realizing what I had done, what made me feel confident, I looked into what goes 
into modeling lingerie, out of curiosity; like most women, I wish I could look that sexy in my 
underwear. What I found was disturbing. Multiple articles and websites cited that most of the 
models appearances are fake; fake hair, fake tan, fake eyelashes. One site even claims that 
Photoshop is used to slim waistlines and to increase cup size by at least two sizes! Modeling 
websites describe the horrors of eating disorders that many models suffer from. The article even 
went into detail describing the intense hours of workouts and dietician's necessary to maintain 
that "Victoria's Secret body." A friend brought up that models want to look "toned" and "healthy" 
and the models do not look like they're being starved. They may not looked starved but they are 
far from what the average woman's body shape is. By projecting images of what is considered 
"sexy" young girls get that image in their minds that they themselves need to look like that. 
When in reality, it is impossible. Women will not stop shopping at Victoria's Secret because the 
models look more like normal women. We all shop at Victoria's Secret because of the way the 
bras fit, for the different styles, and because buying cute panties makes you feel confident.  



Ms. Turney, I am not asking you to change the dynamic of how you market your products. I am 
asking you to portray the models as normal women, with normal problems. Show a model post 
baby weight to give women hope that they can get their body back. Show pictures of smaller 
chested girls, and girls who do not have the coveted "thigh gap." Your company will not suffer 
because you show how your products will actually look on the consumer, because your products 
are too phenomenal. Please, for the sake of young women, project attainable body goals that will 
foster loving their own body and be confident in themselves, instead of going to, often times, 
dangerous and unhealthy measures to attain a Victoria's Secret Angel body. 

Sincerely, 

Delanie Baker 


